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W. E have investigated the temperature dependence of 
the magnetic susceptibility x of electrons 

over a wide range of temperatures in weak magnetic 
fields, where x is practically independent of H. 
The necessity of this investigation for the classi
fication of magnetic materials was pointed out to 
us by Verkin 1 • The following cases were studied: 
I) only small groups of electrons are present; II) 
there is, i~ addition to these small groups, a large 
group of electrons; III) besides the foregoing 
there is a large group of holes. The calculation 
is carried ~ut for a quadratic law of dispersion 
with respect to the spin paramagnetism and to the 
anisotropy of the effective masses. 

We consider hexagonal crystals like bismuth 
(for other types of symmetry the results do not differ 
qualitatively). We make the usual assumption that 
these crystals have three identical small groups 
in the form of ellipsoids, the axes of which make 

an angle of 120° in the plane of the binary axes. 
Case I. Carrying out our calculations as in 

Refs. 2 and 3, we obtain the component xi (3 is 
the index of the principal axis) of the three groups 
referred to: 

X;= - 1 j 2ABi (kT)'I•p -'I• (1;; I kT) =- ABi V1;;0 X (l) 

(since mi << m0 , where m 0 is the mass of a free 

electron, we can ignore the spin paramagnetism). 
In this equation, 

A= V:Te2 j6rrhc2, 8 1 = B2_ (2) 

= 3 (mr + m2);2Vm1m2 m3 , B 3 = 3m3IY m1m2 m3 ; 

(3) 

(4) 

00 

F ( ) (" x5dx 1;; 
s u = J 1 + x-u ' u= kT · 

o e 

The dependence of the chemical potential t;; on 
temperature is determined from the condition that 

the concentration n of electrons be constant, which 

gives 

(5) 

By calculating the function F ±Y,, we determine 
from Eqs. (3) and (5) the function X( e), which is 
the desired dependence X(T) in generalized c oordi
nates, and also (f.. e)/ t;; . For the limiting cases -

o I . . strong degeneracy and Bo tzmann statistics - we 
obtain 

T ~ T 0 : X= 1- rr2 62 j 1~, 

?: / 1:0 = 1 - rr2 62 I 12; 

T )> T 0 : X= 2j36, 

?: I 1:0=(812) 0 In [(16 I 9rr)'/, 0-1 ]. 

(3 '} 

Curves of X(e) and (Je)/t;;0 , and also their asymp
totic expressions (broken curve), are presented in 
Fig. l. A series of metals has just this tempera
me dependence for x. 

Case II. The dependence of the chemical poten
tial C of a large group (we consider its ellipsoid 

of revolution with m~ = m~ '"'"' m~ ~ mo) on T is 
represented here, as it turns. out, by the same curve 
(Fig. l) as in the preceding case (only the scale 
is changed; the new reduced temperature e' = TIT;, 
where T 0 '= C0 /k; generally ( '» ( ). From 
the definition of (JT) (for a smai1 group~ it turns 
out that the parameter Ct.= t;;of t;;0 '~ l. 

The overall magnetic susceptibility of the small 
(X.) and large groups is equal to 

x;=--AV1:~ [B;Xo:(W)+B~X(6')], (6) 

B~ = B~ = 1 I V m;- :3m~ V m; I m~, 
B; = V m; I m~ - 3m~ V~ I m~, 

Xo:(6')= ~ Vff'F_,,2 [u'(O')- 1 
6,"']; 

(6 J 
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(7) 

X"= V; [t --;~ (i + x) o~l 

Curves of X..,(e~ are presented in Fig. 2. If 
ex.<< I, X (e ')has a minimum for T"" T and a 
weakly-e~essed maximum for T "" T 0 /2; if ex. 
> cx.0 ""' 0.2, X,)e~ decreases monotonically, approach 

ing X(e? for ex."' I. ForT» Tr{. X"'( e~ = 2/3 e' 
=X< e1. 
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FIG. I 

For the sum of the two terms in (6) there are 
several possibilities, depending on the values of 
ex. and the effective ma~ses (in particular, B i' can 
be negative), but for T < T 0 << T 0 ' the tempera
ture dependence is dete?mined principally by the 
small groups. 

Case III. In this case the total number of particles 
increases with temperature, but ne 1 - nho 1es = const 

We shall take n 1 = nh 1 , which gives 
e o es 

.;:z F, (u') = r: (_!_±_r_ -rt') 
I J2 /, 6' ' (8) 

Here there appears only a single parameter y; the 
mass mi0 ""'m 0 relates to the assembly of holes, 

which we also consider in terms of its ellipsoid of 
rotation around the principal axis. The condition 
(8) can give a qualitatively different dependence 
for C(T)than (5). Namely, (~T) can not only de
crease (y > 1), but also increase (y < l), and even 
stay identically constant (y = I), whereupon the law 
of the change of ('at low T is parabolic, as before; 

however for T-+ oo, (""' T [compare (3 ')]. 
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The total magnetic susceptibility is now equal to: 

(9) 

where the B . 0 are determined in the same way as 
, ~ & the B i {6 ; 

X,, y(O') = ~ VO' F_, 12 [u~ (0')- _l ~---a J 
, 1 v- , 

XY (6') == T 6' F _, 2 [uY (6')], (10) 

X 0 (0') = __!_ V6' F [__!_±r_ - ' (0') J . 
"'f 2 -· l /z e I U ~{ , ' 

here u 'y(e ~ is a function determined from (8). For 

low T: 
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x' = 1 +~ 1 - 2Y 6'2· 
y 12 2y ' 

• .r- ( 7t2 y - 2 ' ) xy = r y 1 + 24 ~ 6 2 

(10'1 

(101 foro.« 1 agrees with (7); the function (10'\ 
depending on y, can also increase as well as de
crease. For high Tall three functions (10), and 

.consequently xi as well (~increase (for T >> ~: 
they are proportional to yT , whereupon X"'Y = "y1. 

Several representive curves are presented in 
Fig. 1 for (Xy ~ X/) and in Fig. 2 for (X"'Y). For 

the sum of these curves (with corresponding coef
ficients) the various possibilities are even more 
numerous than in Case II. In particular, one can 
obtain a curve containing several maxima, similar 
to the experimental curve of Verkin (4) for Zn. For 
T ~ T 0 << T; the small groups give the basic tem-

perature dependence, as before. 
The authors express their thanks to I. M. Lifshitz, 

B. I. Verkin and M. I. Kaganov for discussions of 
this work. 
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F ROM the thermodynamical theory of ferroelec
trics developed by Ginzburg 1 •2 , there follows 

a series of important conclusions concerning the 

dependence of the dielectric properties of barium 
titanate on mechanical stress. Strictly speaking, 
the theory applies only to single-domain mono• 
crystals; however, in the paraelectric region it is 
expedient to attempt to compare experimental data 
obtained for polycrystals with the conclusions of 
the theory. Be low we present data which we have 
obtained for polycrystalline samples of BaTiO 3 , 

which corroborate certain conclusions of the ther
modynamical theory. 

l. The expansion of the thermodynamical poten
tial <I> in the presence of an elastic stress a ik 

differs from the analogous expansion in the absence 
of a stress only in the coefficients o.i for the pola-

rization p~ 3 •4 • If there exists only a single com
pression, along the x-axis, for instance, then for 
the parallel and perpendicular directions we have 
respectively: 

where "I, x,2 are the strain coefficients, and o. 
the expansion coefficient in the absence of com
pression. 

It is possible to determine the coefficients o.1 
and o.2 from measurements of the dielectric con
stant:1•4 

In Fig. 1 is shown the experimental behavior 
of the coefficient o. as a function of pressure 
(unilaterally applied) for various temperatures 
above the Curie point, calculated from our mea
surements of the dielectric permittivity for poly
crys.talline BaTiO;I in a weak field (7 volts/em) 
at h1gh frequency \1 Mc/s). It is clear that the 
linear dependence of o.1 on unilateral pressure, as 

required by the theory, is well realized over a wide 
range of pressure, in which 

x1 = + 0.75 ·10-19 cm2 /dyne (3} 

For measurements of c in the direction perpendicu
lar to the axis of compression, the linear depen
dence is violated for pressures beyond 500 kg/cm 2 , 

but in the region where linearity is preserved, 

x2 =- 0.23 ·10-1 2 cm2 /dyne (4) 

The values (3) and (4) are smaller than the esti
mates based on x-ray measurements and the tem
perature dependance of the spontaneous polari-


